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Top leadership evaluates and certifies the need

problem in communication, is the illusion that

of

programs.

has taken place. that it has taken place.

Understanding the change and what it means to

Conveying the right messages to right people

people, is the most critical part of driving change.

through formal and informal forums, engaging

People embrace change when they understand

them through two-way communication enables

it and empathize with the “Whys” of change.

people acceptance. Communication regarding
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Understanding the AS-IS and TO-BE processes
Big programs often fail due to unaligned

and mapping the differences to benefits helps in

stakeholders and conflicting interests. Change

translating anxiety to desire. Business impact

Management plays a bigger role in aligning
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understand the impact and criticality of change
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complexity and impact of the change underway.

system

This three dimensional analysis enables in

organizations attempt is simplification of process

deriving
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While change management enables people in
understanding and accepting the changes, it

Communication is the key for large programs.

also up-scales people in absorbing it. Building

Though it sounds simple, the single biggest

abilities in people in form of trainings and digital
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enablements helps instill confidence in people.

transformation.

Change

Management

helps

We are in the digital era and videofication of the

organizations in driving the program objectives,

processes and changes enable the users to

create people cohesiveness, aligning cultures

quickly adapt the changes and gives the feel of

and socializing the change through various

live trainings too.

communication channels, thereby stimulating

In a nutshell, people are the core of every

change readiness and acceptance.
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